
family
trees



family [noun]: a group of  peop           le who are related to eachother

tree [noun]:  a usually tall plant that has a th            ick, wooden stem and many large branches

family tree [noun]:  a drawing or chart that shows           how the different members of  a family are related 
to each             other



furness [noun]: a peninsula and r          egion in south Cumbria, England, 

originating from Old Norse          fuð (rump)+ nes (headland)



trees:

the family tree diagram is an outdated model of the relation-
ships between us.  the modern family is plagued with divorces, 
bastards, estrangement, disotwnership, displacement, death.  
five ex-husbands, six fatherless children, and seven cats do not 
sit easily on one branch. 

    [ex] cat             cat
    [ex]        cat
    [ex] ------ / ------  [wife] -------[husband]
    [ex]    ?--[child]       cat
    [ex]  cat ?--[child]
         ?--[child]    dog?
         ?--[child]
 cat       ?--[child]  cat



family: 

a family tree ties 
every individual 
to one root, an ex-
tending mass of en-
twined fates.  the 
modern family may 
occupy the same 
space, but to imply 
that we are tied to 
one root- or even 
to the same vessel- 
is a mistake.  why 
should i be tied to 
your willow, when 
i want to be a birch 
or a redwood or a 
cypress?

the family tree is 
an outdated model.

family trees, how-
ever, are not.



forest:

a forest is a better 
representational 
model of the fam-
ily.  here we can 
occupy the same 
ground, but remain 
separate. we can 
become the tree we 
most want to be.  



a tree to be loved or to stand in 
awe of. 

a tree to nurture or renew.

a tree that is a refuge.  

a tree that is an icon.

a tree that is a memory.



here we breathe the same air, 
feel the same sun, 

but we have roots of our own.



we envision ourselves to be bea-
cons of strength and resiliency, 
or whatever else pleases our own 
self-appraisals. 



and hope that all the oth-
er trees see us in the same 
way, even if they don’t.



core: 

we are all the centers of our own stories.  the 
family member is not a branch or a stem or 
a root. the family is nothing to the individu-
al but a trace, a speck, a name.  a small thing 
etched into the fabric of their own core, in-
erasable, and in no particular order.

the individual is an object in a forest of trees, 
but to the individual you are nothing but a 
name, etched there for occassional examina-
tion.



and there our names remain, until they fade in the wind or peel off with age



there until they fall down with rotor freeze over with ice.



or disappear with deforestation or blow off in the wind.  our names are there,



until they become pulp and wicker and firewood and boats 

   and the pages our              stories are written on.



   and the pages our              stories are written on.
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